
SEAWORLD TICKETS – EXCLUSIVE FAMILY
EXPERIENCES

SeaWorld Tickets – Exclusive Family Experiences

SeaWorld Orlando is a theme park based on marine life. Together with its neighbours, Aquatica and
Discovery Cove, and nearby hotels and restaurants, it is collectively called SeaWorld Parks and
Resorts Orlando. SeaWorld tickets give you entry to the park’s rides, shows, exhibits and exclusive
park experiences.

SeaWorld Rides

Journey to Atlantis – See the dark side of this legendary underwater city. Dark, watery
passageways bear one surprise after another until you are ejected through the gates of the
sunken city down to the waters below. Moderately thrilling and very wet.
Jazzy Jellies Spinning Teacups allow you to control how fast you spin your way to the top of
the 30-foot ride. Less scary and a lot less wet than Journey to Atlantis.
Manta is the only rollercoaster of its kind in the world. The ride begins with an upside-down,
head-first nosedive and gets crazy from there. Highly thrilling and surprisingly dry.
Kracken, SeaWorld’s floorless rollercoaster, is like no other. Higher, longer and faster than
any rollercoaster in Orlando and consistently rated one of the best in the world by
rollercoaster enthusiasts.
Net Climb is four stories of nets suitable for climbing by both youngsters and adults.
Ocean Commotion is a gentler ride, suitable for the less adventurous in your party and an
opportunity for the bold to reflect on their thrilling experiences so far. The ride consists of a
large, 19-foot boat that gently swishes side to side and rocks back and forth.
Paddle Boats – Tour SeaWorld’s central lake in a flamingo-themed paddle boat. A 20-minute
ride costs £5 per person.
Sea Carousel – You will recognize it by the giant pink octopus on top.
Shamu is not as scary as it looks; a perfect training ‘coaster for younger children or timid
mums and dads.
Sky Tower is a leisurely capsule ride offering a birds-eye view of Orlando.
Swishy Fishies is a gentle teacup-style ride for younger kids.
Wild Arctic Flight Simulator takes you on a journey by jet helicopter to the frozen north.

FloridaTix offers a bumper range of ticket packages:

3 Park SeaWorld, Aquatica and Busch Gardens Ticket: Adults £87/Children (3-9 years) £83.

Enjoy 14 consecutive days of unlimited admissions to three parks. Package includes free
transportation to Busch Gardens Tampa on Shuttle Bus.

2 Park SeaWorld and Busch Gardens Ticket: Adults £85/Children (3-9 years) £79.

Unlimited admissions to both parks for 14 consecutive days. You can even visit both parks on the



same day! Does not include shuttle transport to Busch Gardens.

Orlando FlexTicket Plus: Adults £217/Children (3-9 years) £203

Enjoy 14 consecutive days of unlimited admissions to these parks:

Universal Studios Florida
Universal’s Island of Adventure
Aquatica
SeaWorld Orlando
Wet ‘n Wild Orlando
Busch Gardens Tampa

Also enjoy the benefits of free transportation via shuttle bus to Busch Gardens Tampa and unlimited
access to Universal’s CityWalk. See any or all of the parks on the same day and you will only have to
pay for parking once.

Orlando Flex Ticket: Adults £193/Children (3 to 9 years) £181

This package includes 14 days of unlimited admissions to these parks:

Universal Studios Florida
Universal’s Islands of Adventure
Aquatica
SeaWorld Orlando
Wet ‘n Wild Orlando

Package includes unlimited access to Universal’s CityWalk.
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